SPA TIP
Arrival Time

If this is your first visit with us, please arrive 10 minutes prior to your scheduled time
so that you may relax and unwind before your treatment.

What to wear?

A robe, towels, slippers and hygienic disposable briefs are provided to you. Alternatively,
treatments may be enjoyed without clothing. Choose what is most comfortable for you.
Our therapists will always use draping techniques to respect your privacy

Personal preferences

We definitely encourage a personal touch. It is your time and you should enjoy the
experience to the fullest. Whether it is the room temperature, music selection or massage
pressure, please ask you therapist to adjust to suit your needs.

What if I am pregnant?

Please contact our manager or receptionists for advice on treatments that are safe to
enjoy during pregnancy.

Should men shave before their facial treatment?

It is recommended that men shave a few hours before their facial appointments, rather
than just before.

What about my watch, jewelry and valuables?

Please leave these personal items in the safe in your room.

Late Arrivals

We regret that arriving late will decrease the time of your treatment. Scheduled treatment
must end on time so that the next guest is not delayed. Your treatment will last the full
duration if no other booking is scheduled after your appointment.

Cancellations

These policies allow our spa therapist to rescheduled open appointment times with other
client who may be on our waiting list. Please remember that our staffs work by appointment
times. As your treatment requires facilities to be reserved, we request a minimum of
three hour notice if you are unable to keep your appoint. Please call our staff, who will
be happy to reschedule for you. No – Shows or appointments cancelled within will incur
a 50% cancellation fee.

Payment

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and are subject to government tax and service charge.
Effective from 1st July 2020 until further notice. Cash and all major credit cards are accepted.

Refund

Spa treatments and spa memberships are non–refundable, non-transferable and
non-exchangeable unless otherwise stated.

Special Consideration

Before undertaking spa treatment, please consult your health practitioner if you have any
medical conditions such as high blood pressure, heart condition or any other medical
complication. Guests are asked to complete a health questionnaire. Please advise reception
if you have any health issues or concerns.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

THE LEGEND OF MASSAGE
AROMATIC ALLURE

(60/90 MINS)

THB 2,300++ / 2,900++

A relaxing massage using a choice of 4 aromatic oils that penetrates into the skin restoring
its natural balance. This soothing massage uses a combination of acupressure techniques
and gentle strokes allowing the healing properties of natural oils to enter into the deep
layers of the skin. It induces a sense of well-being that lasts long after the massage
AMBURAYA EMBRACE

(60/90 MINS)

THB 2,700++ / 3,200++

This is a unique sensory indulgent massage using a combination of 5 different massage
techniques. In rhythmic harmony using massage styles of Royal Siam, Shiatsu, Ayurvedic
and Swedish therapies together with the healing power of aromatherapy. This full body
massage is pure pleasure.
DEEP TISSUE

(90 MINS)

THB 3,700++

This is a unique sensory indulgent massage using a combination of 5 different massage
techniques. In rhythmic harmony using massage styles of Royal Siam, Shiatsu, Ayurvedic
and Swedish therapies together with the healing power of aromatherapy. This full body
massage is pure pleasure.
TWO BECOME ONE EQUILIBRIUM

(60/90 MINS)

THB 3,900++ / 4,500++

An ancient healing art, this revitalizing treatment looks to the beautiful tropical islands
of Hawaii for its inspiration. Mimicking the rhythmic movements of the Hawaiian Hula dance,
this Massage performed by two therapists working together and our therapist administers
a Lomi Lomi massage — a deeply invigorating technique in which she makes abundant
use of fingers, palms, and elbows.
AROMA HERBAL HEALING

(60/90 MINS)

THB 3,800++/4,500++

A traditional herbal recipe of Prai root, lemongrass, bergamot leaves steamed in cotton
encased poultices an applied directly to the body through heat penetrates and relaxes
fatigued muscles.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

THE LEGEND OF MASSAGE
AROMA HOT STONE

(90 MINS)

THB 5,000++

The healing powers of stones are slowly melts away tension, increases circulation and
metabolism. Smooth warmed basalt stones are placed on key energy points to harmonize
the spirit. Promote inner peace and deep relaxation.
MAJESTIC THERAPY OF CHAO PHRAYA

(60/90/120 MINS)
THB 2,000++ / 2,300++ / 2,700++

This ultimate body workout releases tension and enhance the body’s flexibility and vitality.
Using techniques handed down from generation to generation, this traditional Thai massage
uses pressure point and stretching techniques, restoring the wholeness of Mind, Body
and Spirit. Recommended to those who preferring a firm massage.
AYURVEDIC SHIRODARA

(60 MINS)

THB 2,200++

An ancient Ayurvedic treatment that pouring warm medicated oil ion the third eye point
of the forehead to unblock and blockages in the energy passages around the face and
head. This allows the energy to flow properly and helps relieve headaches, migraine,
insomnia and Resting is recommended. After 24 hours you will feel refreshed with clear
thoughts and more relax
A WALK THROUGH THE NILES

(60 MINS)

THB 1,900++

Relieving stress and tension, this massage restores the body’s equilibrium. Base on the
ancient Egyptian belief, the body contains constantly flowing energy-force. Using pressure
manipulated by experts on reflex points on the feet, this specialized foot massage helps
improve circulation, relieves stress and tension, producing a sense of calm and well being.
BACK & SHOULDERS UNWIND

(45 MINS)

THB 1,600++

A tension- relief massages that targets and loosens specific areas of the body that store
stress. Focusing on the neck, shoulder and lower back, therapists use form kneading and
circular stokes to relieve stress. Entirely relieving the body’s stress induces a sense of
relaxed well being and clears the mind of anxiety as well.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

BODY REVIVER
BLACK SESAME ESSENCE - BODY SHINE

(60 MINS)

THB 2,100++

Black Sesame is enriched with anti oxidant and healing properties. Rice is a superb
exfoliates and can be used for sensitive skins. The finer the grind the softer the scrub
as the moisture absorption increases and makes the grain feel softer on the skin
SECRET OF SIAM - BODY POLISH

(60 MINS)

THB 2,100++

This treatment is originally Thai recipe that uses fresh tamarind to be exfoliation that helps
to remove dead cell and leave it totally clean and clear. Detoxify with the full body mask
of Thai clay to sooth and soft the skin.
JAPANESE MEDITATION - BODY RUB

(60 MINS)

THB 2,100++

Green tea helps protect skin from sun damage whist the seaweed works as the mild
detoxification to tone and firm your skin. Wasabi Herbs is gently stimulates your blood
circulation and give the true cleanse to yours.
COFFEE BODY POLISH

(60 MINS)

THB 2,100++

This mild and natural scrub is ideal for deep cleansing, stimulates blood circulation and
leaves your skin silky smooth. Coffee prevents the formation of cellulites and promotes
elasticity. Suitable for all skin types.
EMPEROR SESAME AND HONEY DEW BODY MASK

(60 MINS)

THB 2,500++

Honey is enriched with antiseptic and healing properties and when combined with
the nutrition benefits of sesame. This Oriental style wrap recipe provides the optimum
moisturizer and eases mental fatigue your skin whist leaving your skin soft and velvety
with the scent of vanilla essential oil.
TROPICAL COCONUT VELVET WRAP

THB 2,500++

It is ideal for all skin types even sensitive skin. This treatment giving you the wonderful
mixture of turmeric, coconut milk, vanilla essential oil in the base of dried coconut.
Provides the optimum moisturizer and brightens your skin.
CHAO PHRAYA PRELUDE BODY WRAP

THB 2,500++

This unique wrap blends Thai white mud, which has long been used by Thai women for
cleansing and brightening the skin, with aromatic Thai herbs, each specially selected
for their beauty-enhancing properties.
DEEP DETOX BODY MASK

THB 2,500++

This body mask is full of vitamins and minerals from Ocean Blue clay. Suitable for all skin
types especially oily skin. Intensive revitalizing and detoxifying the skin.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

BATHING RITUALS
FLORAL FRAGRANCE AND FRUIT NUTRIENT BATH (30 MINS)

THB 950++

Magical, amazing bath for all, especially those with dry skin, for it soothes, softens and
nourishes your skin. Romantic fragrance of fresh rose petals creates harmony and an
unforgettably relaxing sensation.
SANDARI SECRET

(30 MINS)

THB 950++

Sundari is sanskrit for beautiful woman. This nourishing blend is to promote enriching
and beautifying moments. A luxurious bath, filled with the delicate, fresh lotus petals
and the soft, soothing aroma of exquisite essential oils distilled from rare Thai flowers.
Reassure for their exquisite fragrance and healing properties to moisturize your skin,
reduce stress, bringing serenity to your mind.
AMBURAYA HERBAL BATH

(30 MINS)

THB 950++

You are here to relax. To help you do just that, wallow in a warm bath enhance with
two drops each of lemongrass, kaffir lime and Lavender essential oils. To help you sleep
before you go to bed.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

ABSOLUTE MYSTICAL BLISS
SIAMESE EQUILIBRIUM
(1.5 / 2 HOURS) THB 3,300++ / 3,800++
Bring back your life balance with your preferred 30 mins Body Polish of choice to exfoliate
and smoothen the skin and relight your day with our 60 – 90 mins of Legend Massage.
Package: Body Polish / Legend of Massage
SOLAR TRIUMPH
(2HOURS)
THB 4,200++
This unique remedy for soothing, healing and regenerating properties help clam your skin
after sun exposure. An ideal blending secret of Botanical Body Wrap and 60 mins massage
of choice.
Package: Botanical Body Wrap / Legend of Massage
TOUCH OF AMBURAYA
(2 / 2.5 HOURS) THB 4,200++ / 4,700++
The most popular package. A wonderfully relaxing combination 60-90 mins Massage of
choice and 60 mins Facial Enrich of your choice.
Package: Legend of Massage / Facial Enriching
SOOTHING THE SOUL
(2.5/ 3 HOURS ) THB 5,200++ / 5,700++
The ultimate rejuvenation, stimulate all of your senses as its smooth away dry and restoring
the body. A combination of your favorite Body Scrub, a 60 mins massage of your own
choice and 1 hour of our signature Royal Egyptian foot massage - “a Walk through the Niles”.
Package: Body Polish / Legend of Massage / A Walk through the Nile
MYSTICAL BLISS
(3 / 3.5 HOURS) THB 6,100++ / 6,600++
The ultimate treats for everybody. Indulge with Floral bath, Body rub of choice. Followed
by 1 - 1.30 hour Massage of choice and complete the pampering with The Enrich Facial
treatment of choice.
Package: Floral Bath / Body Polish / Legend of Massage / Facial Enriching
PURE RADIANCE

(4.5 HOURS)

THE SPA REVIVER-ONE DAY

(7 HOUR)

THB 8,800++ PER PERSON
THB 16,500++ PER COUPLE
Experience a truly relaxing half day spa indulgence. Start the refreshing your body with
Sauna, Bath of choice, Body Polish, Body Wrap, 90 mins Massage of choice and 60 mins
Enrich Facial Treatment of choice and tropical fresh fruit. Perfect for couples.
Package: Thai Herbal Drink / Sauna / Floral Bath / Body Polish / Body Wrap / Legend
of Massage / Facial Enriching.
THB 12,000++ PER PERSON
THB 22,000++PER COUPLE
This Package is perfect for couples celebrating their honeymoons of friends relaxing together.
Start the treatment with Sauna, Aromatic Bath of choice, Body Polish of choice, Body Wrap,
90 mins Massage of choice, Healthy Lunch or Dinner, 60 mins Enrich Facial Treatment of
choice, A Walk Through the Niles, Thai Herbal Drink and Healthy Snack.
Package: Thai Herbal Drink / Aromatic Foot Bath / Sauna / Floral Bath / Body Polish
Body Wrap / Legend of Massage / Healthy Lunch or Dinner / Facial Enriching
A Walk through the Nile / Thai Herbal Drinks and Healthy snack.

THE ABOVE RATES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF 10% SERVICE CHARGE AND 7% GOVERNMENT TAX.

